
Pack RUBIS TACTICAL digital camo Cal 308 Win. + 6-24x50 MRAD
scope + Audère Hammerhead muzzle brake + KASTELBERG Heavy Bipod
+ Audère one-piece mount
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3933-Pack-RUBIS-TACTICAL-digital-camo-Cal-308-Win.-6-
24x50-MRAD-scope-Audere-Hammerhead-muzzle-brake-KASTELBERG-Heavy-Bipod-
Audere-one-piece-mount
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Pack RUBIS
TACTICAL digital
camo Cal 308 Win.
+ 6-24x50 MRAD
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Audère one-piece
mount 
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2799.00 € incl.
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Be fully equipped for long distance shooting!
A fully equipped pack intended for long distance shooting consisting of the following items:

BCM Rubis tactical rifle chambered in 308 Winchester caliber with 27'' barrel
A heavy Kastelberg bipod mount on Picatinny rail
A 6-24x50 riflescope with illuminated MRAD reticle
A one-piece Audère assembly
An Audère muzzle brake caliber .30 5/8x24

5+1 shot precision shooting rifle built around a heavy barrel, 71 cm long, to get the most out of the 308 win
match ammunition at very long distances (up to 1200 m) using suitable loadings.

Very smooth action thanks to its spiral-machined chrome-plated 3-tenon cylinder head.
Heavy 28'' barrel threaded 5/8x24 for mounting a muzzle brake or sound moderator.
No scratch 1:11 (279.4 mm) MMR type improving gas tightness and reducing friction.
Superior Picatinny rail for mounting an optic.
Stock with adjustable cheekpiece and lower Picatinny rail for attaching a bipod.
Carbon fiber look finish.
Removable 5-round single-stack magazine.

The whole thing has been designed to obtain an incredible shooting experience, between the fluidity of its
mechanics, the precision of its barrel, and its innovative design.

Its ergonomic butt with vertical grip allows the shooter to have a natural, stable and non-fatiguing position.
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Heavy bipod:

Robust design.
Quick height adjustment from 19 to 24 cm.
Clamping on Picatinny rail, quickly removable support. Designed for all types of shooting weapons.
Equipped with anti-slip supports for installation on different types of terrain.

 

6-24x50 Riflescope:

First Focal Plane (FFP)
One-piece T6061 aluminum body
Nitrogen purged
Waterproof and fogproof
Multi-coated lens
Tactical turret
Adjustable parallax
Illuminated stadimetric type reticle with fine and precise graduation
Comes with protective caps, sun shield, microfiber and magnification ring lever

 

Audère monobloc assembly:

Fixed mounting in 7075T6 aluminum
Very rigid 6 screw mounting compatible with 21 mm Mil Std 1913 rails.
Frontal spirit level to refine your aim.
Jaw tightening 5Nm max.
Clamp tightening 3Nm max.

 

Audère muzzle brake:
 

Muzzle brake with two ultra-large decompression chambers.
Strong reduction of recoil by gas diversion.
The mass of the muzzle brake also helps to limit the rise of the barrel and the recoil of the weapon.
Counter nut to adjust the position of the muzzle brake.

 

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


